
BRIEF GUIDE TO SELF-ARCHIVING 

DEFINITIONS 

Pre-print:  pre-refereeing paper 
first draft of the article - before peer-review, even before any contact 
with a publisher 
 
Post-print: post-refereeing paper 
the version of the paper after peer-review, with revisions having been 
made. 
 
                            publisher's version/PDF  

Post print 

 final draft post-refereeing without editorial layout 

 

 

 

 

 

Abstract 
Brief summary of the most important points in a scientific paper 
Other attached documents 
Indices, tables, graphs, images, preliminary parts of the text (cover, title, 
index, bibliography) and any other type of document or part of the 
document that does not fall within the above definitions. 
It is possible to enter here any other type of document (slide, posters, 
databases, software, artifacts, prototypes, cartography ...) 
 

CHECK THE PUBLISHER’S POLICY BEFORE ARCHIVING YOUR PAPER 
OPEN ACCESS 

See Sherpa Romeo box on the right of the record while loading an 
attachment. 
If the data are not available in the Sherpa Romeo database 

 Check if the open access policy is available on the publisher's site 

 It is possible to send a request letter to the publisher     
http://www.biblio.polito.it/open_access/info_per_gli_autori/lettere_di_ric
hiesta_agli_editori  

 You can also refer to the PUBLISHERS’ POLICY page elaborated 
by the Copyright Team that  summarizes the policies of the main 
publishers the Politecnico researchers publish with  
http://www.biblio.polito.it/open_access/info_per_gli_autori/policy_editori 

 ACCESS POLICY 

Depending on the publisher policy, select the access policy for the 
attachment 
 
Visible to everybody 
 
Select Visible to everybody if you can archive your paper open access  
 
Embargo 
 
Select Embargo to postpone the visibility of the attachment. 
Fill in the Embargo end date field (calculated from the date of the online 
publication) and choose Pubblico- Tutti i diritti riservati in the drop-down 
menu of the type of license: the item will remain restricted until the end 
of the embargo when, automatically, it will be visible on Porto 
 
Archive admin only: IRIS Administrators 
 
Select  Archive admin only if you can’t archive your attachment Open 
Access  

DRAFT 

Defined also as:  AAM, Accepted version; Accepted manuscript, Final author's 
version 

It’s the version the publishers usually  allow to self-archive in institutional repositories 
(green OA) 

It’s NOT: the  Author's copy,  the article in press,  the proof and the e-pub ahead of 
print, which are similar to the publisher’s version 

http://www.biblio.polito.it/open_access/info_per_gli_autori/lettere_di_richiesta_agli_editori
http://www.biblio.polito.it/open_access/info_per_gli_autori/lettere_di_richiesta_agli_editori
http://www.biblio.polito.it/open_access/info_per_gli_autori/policy_editori


LICENSE TIPOLOGY 

Choose the distribution license for the attachment 
Pubblico 
Choose Pubblico to make the attachment Open Access on PORTO. 

- Tutti i diritti riservati: it implies that all rights of the publication have 
been surrendered to the publisher when the contract was signed or 
reserved to himself by the author 
 
- Licenze Creative Commons (CC):  the author who has retained all 
rights without surrending them to the publisher, can choose which of 
them reserves to the users of his document. 
Some publishers also require the use of CC licenses (Elsevier requires 
on all postprint drafts the CC by-nc-nd license) 
 
N.B. The attachments included by the authors with License Pubblico 
are validated by the Copyright Team that makes them visible on the 
repository if they comply with the publishers’ policies 
 
Non pubblico – accesso privato/ristretto 
Choose Non Pubblico if you can’t archive your attachment Open 
Access  
 
N.B  Monographs and book chapters 

Choose  (Access policy:  Archive admin only –License tipology : Non 
Pubblico ). 
If the author retains the copyright, write it in the field  Note (in this case 
choose as Access policy: Visible to everybody  - License tipology: 
Pubblico or, if you have the right, a CC license ) 

Send to LoginMIUR website 
By choosing YES the file will be sent to the LoginMIUR website.  Please 
note: the Web Site only accepts PDF files smaller than 10 Mb; split the 
files of larger dimensions in different attachments or indicate "no" as 
upload option. PhD Thesis are not sent to MIUR 

NOTE FIELD 

It is very important to include here any useful information about the 
attached document, typically if the author retains the copyright of his/her 
paper 
Copyright Team uses this field also to communicate to the author any 
change made about the attached documents 

In summary… 

As most publishers allow to archive OA only the draft version (and/or 
the preprint), we suggest the authors to deposit two files: a closed  
publisher’s PDF (preferable version to be sent to MIUR) and an open 
postprint draft for the repository. 
Enter only the publisher’s PDF if the article was published in an open 
access journal or if it is permitted by the publisher’s policy 
In short: 

Publisher’s PDF  
Tipology: Post Print         
Access Policy: Archive admin only 
License tipology: Non pubblico 
 
Draft (final draft post-refereeing) 
Tipology: Post Print         
Access Policy: Visible to everybody (or Embargo if necessary) 
License tipology: Pubblico or a CC license (only if required) 

 
Publisher’s PDF if  Open Access  (or allowed by the publisher’s 
policy ) 
Tipology: Post Print         
Access Policy: Visible to everybody  
License tipology: Pubblico or a CC license  
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